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Monday night’s meeting ‘A Common Picture’ was an excellent evening. The idea came from Chris and Linda
Shaw, presented by David P & Graham Caddick and hosted by Paddy Ruske. Members took part by altering and
enhancing 2 pictures out of 5 that were sent to all members. The results were amazing. Members used their
imagination and created some very unusual effects, some used simple effects, some of the more experienced
with software presented results that Paddy thought could be used as book covers or Christmas cards. Paddy
was excellent and experienced giving his critique on all the entries, no wonder he is such a popular judge with
many clubs. The evening certainly made our President Roy Hodgkiss smile by seeing
all the ‘fiddling and diddling’ that had been used to present the amazing images.
Paddy said he had been taught by the master (Roy). Thanks to all members who
took part which made the evening so enjoyable. It will be one we will add to next
year’s calendar. Paddy’s fee donated to BHF.
Carole Perry
Message from Jan Wilson

Monday 19th April
ON Zoom
19.30 Hrs

Triptych from “A Common Picture”
Power Station the Changing Landscape.
Stephen Frost.

Selection committee have already
chosen the images. Let’s hope we
do as well as last year.

We Won!!!

Some of the Fiddled and Diddled images from the five titles of ‘A Common Picture’

Dunvegan Castle taken in the 1920’s
Graham Caddick

Dunvegan Castle
Graham Orgill

A Plain Tree Linda Shaw

A Tree
Brian Wheatley

Lighthouse Roundabout
Bob Southall

Lighthouse
Stephen Frost

Rugeley Power Station
Linda Shaw
Rugeley by the Sea

The Roaches
Geoff Setterfield

The Roaches

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

Dave Perry

Colin Wiles

Reminder. The latest quiz is in the newsletter dated 10th April . Roy has revamped the quiz
making it easier to enter and you could be in line to win a £10 voucher. Your entry must be
sent to Roy by 6pm 22nd April 2021.

Send entries to
Roy Harrison
harrison290@talktalk.net

Reminder. Roy Hodgkiss Natural History Competition is
June 7th so entries in 2 weeks before. Stephen will be
looking to improve on his third place. Club member
Stephen Frost has answered the committees plea for
ideas to fill a slot on the 17th May. Stephen has
volunteered to give a presentation on zoom ‘Chesterfield
and Surrounding Places of Interest’. He is a bit worried on
how to share the screen on zoom, but other members
have rallied round to help, so he will soon be up to speed.
“Stephen if I can present Dicentra and do the newsletter
you will have no problem”, so says the Editor.
“Just think I used to be general dogsbody.”

